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Over the past thirty years, my experience has ranged from working for a

Fortune 100 company, to teaching at a community college, to running my

own business.  In each position, I’ve been fortunate to do a lot of

teaching, whether or not “teacher” was my actual job title.  

In addition to being passionate about sharing knowledge, I’m also a

sucker for gathering it.  When you consider my love of both learning and

teaching, it seems almost inevitable that my greatest value would turn

out to be as an information resource—specifically, as a business coach

specializing in action planning and implementation.

I’ve made an interesting and important observation in the course of my

teaching and learning: Many business professionals fail to distinguish

between data and information.  Data are simply the dry facts and

figures; they don’t become useful information until they’re applied

toward a clearly defined goal.

I’ve noticed another critical distinction that is often overlooked:

Purposeful activity is way different than activity done for its own sake. 

As Ernest Hemingway once said, “Never mistake motion for action.” 

(Ouch!!)  Those businesspeople who engage in purposeful activity

typically grow their businesses; those who are simply busy often fail.

“And I care about this because why?,” you may be asking yourself. Here’s

why:

• You can learn from others’ mistakes (unless you really like

making your own).

• You can take advantage of my chronic curiosity, observational

skills, and creativity in gathering and sharing information.
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• You’ll find that the way I share my knowledge makes it easy

for you to absorb and apply that knowledge to your own

situation.

• You get minimum theory and maximum rubber-meets-the-

road tactics, tips, and strategies.

• You’ll be able to stop flailing and start focusing your business

networking activities to create more profitable connections.

• You’ll experience a shift in thinking so that you understand in

your gut how “facts tell; stories sell.”

• You’ll learn how to take your networking to a whole new

level.

• You’ll actually enjoy this process.  (No kidding.  Really. 

Honest.  Seriously.) 

So...Now that you can rest easy about having chosen to spend some time

with me, let’s get started exploring Ten Top Networking Blunders and

How to Avoid Them.

Have you ever come home from a

networking event excited about the stack

of business cards you collected, only to

have excitement change to stress when

that stack gathered dust on your desk?

How does it feel like to invest time,

money, and energy in a networking

event, only to realize afterwards that the most you got out of it was a few

appetizers?
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Have you ever felt as if people were avoiding you like you were Typhoid

Mary?

If you can answer “Yes” to any one of the above questions, you’re in

good company.  Join the crowd of people who are honorary members of

the “I Committed One of The Ten Top Networking Blunders” Club.

For all the platitudes mouthed about the importance of networking

—whether online or face to face—you’d think most people didn’t care

about it.  Why?  Because they’re sloppy in their networking.  They risk

leaving money on the table every time they go to a networking event and

fail to share their value with listeners.

My challenge to you today is to take a good hard look at your current

networking practices and identify areas where you stand to gain big by

improving your performance.  As you evaluate yourself, it’ll help you to

remember that each of your listeners is implicitly looking for answers to

several important questions:

• Can I trust you?

• Am I risking any bad stuff by talking to you (you know, like

getting hounded or “sold” something)?

• What do I stand to gain by talking to you?  How will you

make life better for me?  What’s in it for me  to spend time with

you?

By intentionally focusing on how to best serve others and provide them

huge value, you’ll reward yourself with incredibly warm and fuzzy

“hero” feelings as well as with cold, hard cash.  It doesn’t get much

better than that.
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Blunder #10:  Inflict a dead-fish handshake on people. 

Seriously, now...How disgusting is that?  We’ve all had to deal with

people whose fingers were so limp and lifeless that we couldn’t let go

fast enough.  Is that really what you want people to remember about

you?  I don’t think  so!  

It’s crucial to remember that people are

making up stories all the time: about

themselves, about you, about what a certain

behavior does or doesn’t mean.  Their story

may be true or it may not be—and it doesn’t

matter which it is.  If they use their  inaccurate

story as the basis for decisions, someone’s

likely to be left out in the cold.

For example: You discover the hard way that Phil has a classic dead-fish

handshake.  What are some of the stories you might make up about Phil

based on this unfortunate meeting of the hands?

1. He’s low energy and will suck you dry.

2. He lacks confidence in his services, so why should you feel

confident about them?

3. He’s not savvy enough to know basic business etiquette, so

how can he possibly provide the high-caliber service you

require?

Here’s the catch for Phil: None of your stories may accurately reflect him

or his skills.  Phil might be the perfect problem solver for you, but—if

you make your decision based on your faulty stories—you’ll never find

that out.  You’ll miss out on hiring someone who could provide you
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massive value, and he’ll miss out on a potentially lucrative client.  Talk

about a lose-lose situation!

Now, maybe you’re wondering how important your handshake really is

and how we got into this habit, anyway.  One theory regarding the

origin of the handshake is that, when knights were running around

medieval Europe wearing swords, they would extend their hands

toward each other to show that neither was carrying his weapon.  It was,

in essence, a way to demonstrate that the individual was safe to talk to. 

In terms of the modern handshake, perhaps we’re trying to nonverbally

convey the same message:  “You won’t regret interacting with me.”

There’s a simple way to avoid handshake-based misunderstandings. 

Look at the web of skin between the thumb and forefinger of your right

hand.  Confident handshakers ensure that that web contacts the web on

the hand of the person they’re greeting.  Once contact is made, they

squeeze firmly but gently (the goal is not to prove who’s got the greater

grip strength).

And here’s a helpful hint for those of you who come up against clueless

hand-crushers on a regular basis: Extend your forefinger and middle

finger when shaking hands, rather than curling them around the

crusher’s hand.  This will make it more difficult for the crusher to put the

squeeze on you.

http://www.yourclientconnection.com.
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Blunder #9:  Hang out with people you already know.  

No matter what our age, it’s nice to have a security blankie available in

challenging situations.  At networking events, this comforting role is

often filled by friends and acquaintances.  After all, there’s no need to do

a “cold call” introduction of yourself if you and the others already know

each other.

It’s understandable that we want to be comfortable at events.  The only

problem is that making comfort a priority is very likely to cost you

business down the road. As Stan Dale puts it, “Comfort zones are plush-

lined coffins.” 

Think about it.  We network to spread the word about our valuable

services to people who don’t already know about them but could hugely

benefit from them.  If you spend all your time with people who already

know you and your work, you’re missing the opportunity to connect

with a whole new audience of prospective clients.  You’re sacrificing

results for comfort.

That being said, there is a situation where it makes sense to spend time

with people you already know: if you realize that, in your previous

interactions, you have not  positioned

yourself as a potential solution to their 

problems.

Note that I’m not advocating a strictly

mercenary approach to your dealings with

people.  After all, mutually profitable
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business relationships are based on give-and-take.  At the same time, you

don’t want to ignore opportunities to be of service to your current

contacts.  Maybe it’s just time to consider if they’re facing a tough

situation or know someone who is—a situation that you can help turn

around.  

At its fundamental level, effective networking is all about developing

and maintaining relationships that benefit both parties.  There’s no

telling when you might encounter someone who needs what you have to

offer, or who offers what you need.  Do yourself and everyone else a

favor: Enlarge your circle of connections, don’t assume everyone

understands your value, and keep your eyes and ears open for

opportunities to be of service.

http://www.yourclientconnection.com.
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Blunder #8:  Be a wallflower. 

Many of us can think back to our days in high school (if we’re in a

masochistic mood) and remember the pain of hanging back at school

events.  While undoubtedly traumatic at the time, at least being a

wallflower in high school didn’t hit us in our pocketbooks.  Make the

same hanging-back mistake as an adult business professional, and you

risk more than some emotional angst—you risk leaving big bucks on the

table.

Remember, the stories you tell yourself can make or break your success

as a business networker (see Blunder #10).  Here are some common

horror stories people tell themselves:

• “Those folks look like they’re

having such fun...They’d

probably think I was rude if I

tried to join in.”

• “That person’s standing alone,

but I bet she’s waiting for

somebody important to join

her; I shouldn’t bother her.”

• “That woman looks so successful and powerful.  Why should

she want to talk to me?”

• “He looks like he’d be really interesting to talk to, but I

wouldn’t know how to even start a conversation.”

• “That person probably couldn’t use my services, and I’m sure

I don’t need whatever they’re offering.”

• “What if I start talking and they don’t like me?  What if they

walk away and strand me?”

http://www.yourclientconnection.com.
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Any of these sound familiar?  Can you feel how these stories suck the

energy out of you like a vampire loose in a blood bank?

The fact of the matter is this: We typically don’t have any objective data

to base our stories on—they’re purely products of our imaginations—so

why not choose to create stories that help us make connections rather

than hinder us?  Just feel how different, how energizing, the following

stories are compared to those in the first list:

• “What a fun group!  They look like they’d enjoy having

another positive-energy person join them.” [You acknowledge

that you have good stuff to contribute.]

• “Wow, she’s all by herself.  I bet she’d be glad to talk with

someone to get her feet wet.” [You “risk” putting yourself in

the role of hero by rescuing a wallflower.]

• “I love her energy, so successful and powerful.  I want to learn

what she does.” [Note the unspoken yet important back-story:

“I bet she’ll really appreciate my expressing my genuine

interest and admiration.”]

• “I’m curious to know what brought him to this event; I think

I’ll ask him.” [You give him a chance to talk about one of his

favorite subjects—himself.  In return, he’ll almost certainly

give you the chance to talk about a subject of great interest to

you—yourself.]

• “They don’t seem  like my usual client, but there’s no way of

knowing if I could be of service unless I go talk to them.” [You

avoid pre-judging based on strictly external criteria.]

• “There’s another new person who came here to make

connections.  I think I’ll go help him accomplish what he came

here for!”   [You’re the good guy in the white hat for helping
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out.  And if he’s rude enough to walk away and strand you,

aren’t you better off not having his energy contaminate you?]

So ask yourself:  Do you want to be the victim in a horror story or the

star of a heroic epic?  The choice is yours.
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Blunder #7:  Talk, but don’t listen.

Epictetus perhaps said it best: “We have two ears and one mouth, that

we may listen the more and talk the less.”

Unfortunately, people who love their work and are excited about it may

have a hard time remembering this rule of thumb.  We tend to forget that

not everyone finds our work as fascinating as we do—especially if they

genuinely have no need of our services.

We’ve all encountered people who don’t

seem to pause for breath, but just talk on

and on and on and on...Being around such

talkers can cause even the most mild-

mannered person to contemplate physical

violence.  Still, it’s better in the long run for

you to tolerate a non-stop talker than to be

one.

These talkers tend to come across as self-

centered, egocentric, rude, and only out for

what they can get from us.  (There are

those stories we make up, again.)  They’re ignoring the fact that the goal

of effective networking is to develop mutually profitable relationships,

which are based on dialogue, which—by definition—involves two-way 

communication.

Even people who are not particularly concerned about playing nice

would be smart to do so anyway.  From a purely self-serving point of
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view, letting the other person talk can give you invaluable information

about their pain points.  And when you know what’s causing them pain,

you’re in a far better position to identify whether your services can

reduce that pain, then explain to your listener how they can do so.  In

addition, when you put the spotlight on your conversational partner, the

light tends to reflect back on you: The speaker typically appreciates your

interest in them and is thus likely to listen with an open mind to any

ideas you share about how you might be of service to them. 

One last thought: Having only one mouth means there’s only one place

for you to put your feet if you ever fall prey to...

http://www.yourclientconnection.com.
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Blunder #6: Trying to Make the Sale There 

People typically like buying.  Just as typically, they hate being sold.

One of your jobs as a powerful networker is

to make it easy for people to say “yes” to

learning more about what you have to

offer—not to right away say, “Yes, I really

want to give you my money!”   (However, if

they do say that, take the money. )  They want

to learn more because (a) you’ve briefly yet

compellingly shared how you can solve

their problems and (b) because they’ve been

able to express interest without you turning

up the pressure.

It’s practically an unbreakable law of business: If you push me too hard,

trying to get me to say “yes”, I’ll resist by saying “no,” even if that’s not

in my best interests.  (Counter-productive, but true.)  This is what’s

known as big a lose-lose.

Keep in mind that the point of a networking event is to make

connections, not sales.  In fact, if you expect to make a sale on the first

“touch,” you’re dreaming.  Research by Dr. Herb True of Notre Dame

University indicates that 60% of sales are not concluded until after five

or more attempted closes–and that doesn’t even include the number of

additional ways you may have to “touch” the prospect between closing

attempts.  
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This is actually good news for networkers:  It takes away any self-

imposed emotional pressure to make a sale now.  Once you give yourself

permission to simply connect and explore possibilities, you enable

yourself to relax and authentically focus on being of service rather than

selling.

http://www.yourclientconnection.com.
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Blunder #5:  Try to be all things to all prospects. 

Especially in the early stages of building a business, we tend to feel any

revenue is good revenue.  The result:  We start spewing out a laundry list

of all our products and services, hoping that something will catch the

interest of our listener and ultimately produce some income for us.

While this might seem like a good idea at the

time, it’s ultimately counter-productive. 

Why?  Oh, let me count the ways:

• When a listener gets buried in a

data dump, nothing sticks.  The

sheer volume of information

makes their brain (and their ears)

shut down in self-defense.

• You end up sounding like a jack of all trades—and master of

none—when you say, in effect, “I can do THIS and THIS and

THIS....”.  People don’t want a service provider who appears

to have dabbled in a number of fields; they’re looking for an

expert in dealing with their  particular problem.

• You come across as lacking direction and not knowing where

your true value lies.  You can’t be good at everything, and if

you try to claim you are, you damage your credibility.  But

just because you can’t be good at everything doesn’t mean

you can’t be exceptional at something.  Remember the

business truism, “There’s riches in niches.”

• You give the impression of (desperately?) tossing out ideas

about what you can do for a prospect because you’re unable

to confidently claim a specific area of expertise.
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What happens, then, when you genuinely do have a wide variety of

valuable products and services to offer?  Do you just not mention

potential money-makers?  Certainly not.  What you do is intentionally

and strategically decide where and when you’ll discuss your various

offerings.  Choose both your battles and your battlefields.  There are a

number of ways to decide what to focus on:

• Assess which products/services are of greatest potential

interest to this particular networking audience ; choose one of

these contenders and focus on it.  Always remember that you

can change your focus next month or next quarter.

• Focus on one particular offering at Venue X and another one

at Venue Y.  (You do have multiple, strategically assessed

venues in which to promote yourself, right?)

• Identify which of your offerings are your favorites.  Your

selection criterion could be profitability, personal

satisfaction/enjoyment, demand...It’s up to you.  Then

remember the Pareto Principle (also known as the 80/20 Rule): 

80% of your revenues will typically come from just 20% of

your offerings.

Do yourself and your prospects a favor.  To paraphrase a classic rock

song, “Hit them with your best shot.”
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Blunder #4: Lack specific goals for the event. 

According to Laurence J. Peter, father of The Peter Principle, “If you

don't know where you are going, you will probably end up somewhere

else.”

Good point.  If you go to a networking event with no clear goal in mind,

you’re basically walking around going, “Yodee yodee yodee yo....” .

You’re trusting to luck or happenstance to put a helpful connection in

your path.  You’re networking by default, not by design.  It takes time

and (usually) money to network; if you don’t know what kind of payoff

you expect from your investment, how will you know what your return

on that investment is?  Are you really willing to waste precious resources

and get nothing back in return?

If you lack goals—whether for a networking event or for your business

overall—you lack a roadmap for results.  You may be busy, but

remember that busy-ness is very different than purposeful, intentional,

outcome-focused activity. 

Here’s a good question to ask yourself.  What will serve you better:

spending time on strategically chosen activities designed to produce a

clearly identified outcome, or going through your work day with a “see

what turns up” approach?
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Being clear on what you’re looking for makes it

far more likely that you’ll find it.  (Warning: If

you like what’s to follow, you may be a closet

science geek.)  There’s a wonderful tool in the

brain called the reticular activating system

(RAS).  Basically, it works as a powerful funnel

(or maybe a magnet) to make you aware of the

person/place/thing you’ve expressed an

interest in.  

Want an everyday example?  Say you’re

considering investing in a wind farm.  Since

this is now of explicit interest to you, your RAS

gets in on the act, and all of a sudden you see

wind turbines that “were never there” before;

magazine and newspaper articles magically

appear; and, before you ever share your idea with your investment club,

another member suggests researching wind power.  The reticular

activating system is our friend.

Now, just think of applying this powerful tool—which is yours for the

asking—to creating better networking results.  Instead of attending an

event to “see who’s there,” try going with a very specific goal in mind. 

You might go to:

• connect with a particular individual

• meet an independent distributor for a direct-sales company

• meet an entrepreneur who owns an IT consulting firm

• connect with the owner of a spa

• find a new puppy-sitter
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Your faithful reticular activating system will, in effect, make you extra

vigilant so that you notice people and comments and activities that

previously would have escaped your attention.  It gives you a chance to

see and make the connections that will benefit you and the person you

connect with.  

Clear goals act as both the destination and the GPS for getting you to

that destination.  This is a powerful two-fer that can move your business

results from “blah” to “brilliant.”
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Blunder #3:  Leave your planner (calendar) at the office. 

I never even had this one on the blunders list until recently.  The story I

tell myself is that no business professional ever goes anywhere without a

planner, but apparently this is a less common story than I’d assumed.

While Blunder #4, Lack Specific Goals, can

result in remaining oblivious to

opportunities, Blunder #3 is  even  more

painful.  If you don’t have your

appointment manager with you, what are

you going to do when your perfect prospect

wants to meet with you tomorrow at two? 

Say you can’t commit?  Pencil it in and risk

re-scheduling if you find you’re double

booked?  Tell her you’ll get back to her? 

None of these options paint you in a good

light.  On top of making you look like you

don’t have your act together, having to get

back to someone just adds one more thing to your To Do list...and how

unattractive is that ?

You know why there are so many clichés like “Strike while the iron is

hot,” “just do it,” and “seize the day”?  Because they all reflect a

powerful truth.  Your planning tool—whether a five-pound Franklin

Planner or a smart phone—can help you capitalize on your networking

connections and propel you forward toward your (clearly stated)

business goals.
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Blunder #2:  Bore listeners with your introduction.

Think back to Blunder #7, Talk But Don’t Listen.  Remember that, to

make a meaningful connection that can lead to a mutually profitable

relationship, you get to engage your conversational partner in a

dialogue.  Part of your responsibility, when it’s your turn to talk, is to let

your listener know what’s in it for her to listen to you.  

Sorry: Leading with the networking

equivalent of “name, rank, and serial

number” does little to nothing to engage

your listener.

And don’t think reeling off a laundry list of

your services will do the trick, either.  You

don’t want her to have to pick out the one

valuable bit from your litany.  You want to so clearly and compellingly

state your value that she invites you to talk more.  You get to be

interesting so that she will be interested.

In one of my other businesses, I offered clients the service of writing their

one-minute business showcase (often called a one-minute commercial or

elevator speech).  Why did they care about this?  Because, of all the

multiple intelligences out there, mine is linguistic, and having me craft a

client’s showcase allowed her to take advantage of my facility with

words to stand out from the crowd—and her competition.

I used a simple yet powerful structure to tell clients’ business stories.  I

call it the EEEEasy™ approach:
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E1 = Engage.  Your goal is to grab your listeners’ attention right away so

they want to learn more about you and your business. 

E2 = Explain.  While you can vary the engaging opener from one setting

to the next, keep the concise explanation of your business consistent. 

This makes it easy for your listeners to learn the bottom-line benefit you

offer your clients. 

E3 = Exhort.  This is a call to action in which you encourage your listeners

to contact you to learn more. 

E4 = Encapsulate.  End strong with a short, memorable tag line that serves

as a marketing sound bite for your services.
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Blunder #1:  Fail to follow up. 

The only good news about this mega-blunder is that most of us have

plenty of company while we commit it.

Think back to one of my very earliest comments:  The people we talk to

want to know if they can trust us.  One of the most powerful ways we

can demonstrate our trustworthiness is to promptly  do what we said we

would do.

Fast follow-up is a deceptively simple practice.  After all, how hard can it

be to scan or key in the contact information from a business card and

send an e-mail the next day?  For most of us, unfortunately, the answer

is, “Pretty darn hard!”

The painful truth is that prompt follow-up is more of a fantasy than a

reality for a lot of businesspeople today.  The silver

lining to this cloud, however, is that other networkers’

sloppiness can be one of your  key distinguishing

features.  Prompt and accurate follow-up happens rarely

enough that, if you make it a habit, you’ll almost

inevitably stand out from the crowd.  Before you’re even

hired to solve a problem, you’ll have demonstrated your

reliability, your organizational skills, your work ethic,

and your enthusiasm.  To paraphrase Jerry Seinfeld’s

mom, “Who wouldn’t  want to work with you?!”  And the more people

who choose to work with you, the healthier your bank balance will be.

So now the question becomes, If your follow-up performance makes you
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the business equivalent of a garage band, how do you upgrade it so you

become a rock star?  

Here are four S’s to follow-up super-stardom.

• $imple.  Keep your responses no muss/no fuss.  Not only will

simple, clean replies be easier for you to create, the recipient

of the follow-up communication will appreciate not having a

long e-mail (or phone) message to wade through.

• $peedy.  It’s been said that speed leads to success.  I’m not

talking about rushing through a response just to get it done,

only to discover when it’s too late that it’s incomplete or

riddled with mistakes.  I’m talking about assigning a high

priority to a crucial task that—done well—can ultimately

bring in new business.  If you’ve ever gotten around to

following up late with a prospect, only to be told, “Oh, we just

hired XYZ Company to do that for us,” you know how that

makes you want to kick yourself hard in the behind.  Don’t let

competitors get the jump on you.  Be the one who gets the

business because you moved quickly and surely to earn it.

• $endOutCards.  This is a powerful online tool I use for follow-

up as well as drip marketing campaigns.  It combines the ease

of sending an e-card with the impact of sending a physical

greeting card through the U.S. Mail.  I just select a design

from the online card catalog, type the message (which will

actually show up in my own handwriting), fill in the recipient

information, and click the “send” icon.  The nice folks at

SendOutCards headquarters print the card, stuff it in an

envelope, stamp the envelope, and deliver it to the Post

Office.  Can you say “simple and speedy”?
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• $ystems.  This is one of the most crucial—and most

challenging to establish—keys to successful follow-up. 

Crucial because, with systems in place, you don’t have to

continuously re-invent the follow-up wheel; you can just put

your follow-up activities on auto-pilot.  Challenging because

it takes time and thought to develop a system, and discipline

to stick with it long enough that its use becomes habitual.  

What might follow-up systems look like?  It all depends on

what best suits your particular business.  Any of the following

tools could propel you out of the quagmire of “What  follow-

up?!” into the wide-open skies of “My fortune is in my follow-

up.”

< To remind yourself to follow-up on an e-mail sent

in Microsoft Outlook, click and drag the e-mail

from your “sent” folder to your “task” list.  The big

trick:  Be sure to pull a Nike® and “just do it”

when the task comes due!

< Create a check-list of follow-up tasks to do for each

new contact you make, e.g., scan business card into

Outlook, send immediate e-mail thank you, send a

SendOutCard thank you to reinforce the initial

positive impression, ask if they want to be on your

e-newsletter mailing list, etc.

< Schedule follow-up time in your planner on two or

three days each week; keep this time absolutely

sacred for doing follow-up tasks that take more

than a few minutes (e.g., writing a proposal for

business).
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< Create and use boilerplates for often-repeated

tasks.

Take the time now to determine which of the four S’s of follow-up super-

stardom will be the first one you implement.  Be creative in designing

your follow-up tools and disciplined in their use, and you’ll leave your

competition in the dust (and I mean that in the most compassionate and

loving of ways.)
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So there you have them: Ten Top Networking Blunders and How to

Avoid Them.  

I invite you to identify areas in which you’re already at the top of your

networking game as well as areas where there’s room for improvement. 

Celebrate and continue the former, address the latter, and reap the

rewards of being a power networker.

And remember: The Universe rewards action!

Thank you to all the photographers whose images you’ve enjoyed.  I found them in the Creative Commons

section of www.flickr.com. 

broken light bulb: Kyle May

bright light bulb: aloshbennett

messy desk: orphan jones

dead fish: macloop

circle of friends: wonder j

wallflower: arenamontanus

big mouth: hamed saber

salesman: jchatoff

chameleon: wwarby

signposts: nick sarebi

handwritten page: Sara M

dog tag: major nelson

guitar penguin: purpleslog

jumping for joy: bingbing
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